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Initial results
Modelling








M1 and M18 (~ 300 km);
1,110 heavy Heavy Trucks;
14,281 records;
2 weeks in October 2016;
Constant speed;
56 measured variables.

Current work
Validation of Method

Parametric Analysis

22 out of 75 variables are considered



~ 900 km of M and A roads;



61,410 records;



3 months Jan - Mar 2017;



75 measured variables
including weather
conditions.



RMSE: 2.69 l/100km



MAE: 1.95 l/100km



R2: 0.90



50 values between 5% - 95%



Comparison between models



Allows interpretation

Conclusions & Recommendations


The study shows how the large quantity of data currently available in the database of vehicle fleet
managers, pavement engineers and weather agencies can be used to model the fuel consumption of
heavy trucks driving on motorways in England accurately;



The study shows how a parametric analysis can be used to estimate the impact of various factors
including road surface conditions on vehicle fuel consumption. That allows interpretation of the
developed “black-box” models;



A new fuel consumption model including the effect of road surface and weather conditions has been
developed for heavy trucks driving on motorways (M) and primary roads (A) in England (UK);



Results shows that road conditions can affect the fuel consumption of the considered fleets of truck
at high speed (> 50 km/h) M and A roads in England (UK);



Results, which can be considered representative of England (UK) only, partially confirm the
conclusions of existing studies but shows non-linear correlations among the variables considered in
the study;



Further investigation requires:

1.

Analysis of data from different vehicle types (including cars);

2.

Exploration of a wider range of conditions (e.g. urban driving, lower speeds, worse pavement, etc.);

3.

Adaptation of the method to other countries other than England and the UK;

4.

Adaptation of the method to different fuel sources other than Diesel.
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